ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
Explanation, finding causes for observed facts (or evidence), is frequently encountered within Artificial Intelligence. For example, several researchers [1, 2, 3] view understanding of natural language text as finding the facts (in an internal representation) that would explain the existence of the given text. In automated medical diagnosis (for example the work of [4] , [5] , and [6] ), one wants to find the disease or set of diseases that explain the observed symptoms. In computer vision and image understanding, recent research formulates the problem in terms of finding some set of 282 Solomon Eyal Shimony objects that would explain the given image. See, for example, image reconstruction in [7] , but also [8] on finding the most probable model describing a picture, and region analysis in [9] . Scientific theories are models that attempts to fit (or "predict") the given observations. Recent research in probabilistic reasoning [10] attempts to formalize the formation of scientific theories in terms of a theory of explanation, using a maximum likelihood approach.
In general, finding an explanation is characterized as follows: Given world knowledge in the form of (causal) rules, and observed facts (a formula), determine what needs to be assumed in order to predict the evidence. One would like to find an explanation that is "optimal" in some sense. Systems that perform explanation tasks need to provide criteria for optimality.
For example, Table 1 presents world knowledge in the form of rules, which we might interpret as causal rules. An explanation is a conjunction of literals that are assumed to be true. If we are now asked to explain the evidence: lawn-wet A road-wet, we have three possible (positive literal) conjunctive explanations:
1. rain
sprinkler-on A bill-paid A hydrant-open 3. sprinkler-on A bill-paid A hydrant-open A rain
We would like to be able to say which one of these three explanations is the better one. There are various schemes for constructing explanations, among them the pure proof theoretic theory of explanation [11] , minimal number of assumptions [12] , minimal set of assumptions, and others; these are usually insufficiently discriminating (i.e., they would not be able to choose among many candidate explanations. For example, minimal-set abduction would prefer explanations 1 and 2 above to 3, but cannot choose between 1 and 2).
An explanation-construction method that subsumes the above schemes is Hobbs and Stickel's weighted abduction [2] , and our variant of it, cost-based abduction [13] . Both schemes have a weight, (or cost) for each assumption (literal), and look for the set of assumptions with the least cumulative cost. For example, in cost-based abduction, we might attach given what he finds out about his state of health. As is evident, the MAP explanation for Alive is {Healthy, Went-on-Trip}, with a prior probability of approximately 0.71, which is clearly reasonable.
Suppose, however, that I know that there are 100 possible locations for Mr. Smith to go hiking. For simplicity, let all vacation locations be equally likely given that he is healthy, and likewise for the case where he is of ill health. Also, let all these 100 locations be equally dangerous, as we have no other information. The representation of this modified scenario uses a belief network as before, except that the vacation location is now a 101-valued node, with 100 values corresponding Mr. Smith's going to the respective vacation location, and one corresponding to his staying at home. In the resulting network, however, because 100 vacation spots are possible, the probability of any scenario where Mr. Smith is alive, healthy, and gone on vacation (to a particular place) is approximately 0.007, and the scenario where he is of ill health and stayed at home is the MAP (probability i The terms nodes and uariables are used interchangeably throughout. We use lower case names and letters for variable names, and their respective capitalized words and letters to refer to either a particular state of the variable, or as a shorthand for a particular assignment event to the variable. In addition, a variable name appearing in an equation without explicit assignment means that we actually have a set of equations, one for each possible assignment to the variable. E.g., P(x)-P(y) where x and y are boolean-valued nodes stands for approximately 0.15). This is an undesirable property of most-probable explanations, because it is not reasonable to have the explanation change just because the model is refined in this manner (a change would be justified, however, if the conditional probabilities were modified, or other explanations for Mr. Smith being alive became known, such as the possibility of him dying and then being resurrected).
To alleviate the overspecification problem, Pearl proposes "circumscribing explanations" in two ways. First, he suggests not deciding about variables with no evidence coming from below (the "evidential support" criterion). Evidential support seems like a good idea, as the consensus is that causality flows in the direction of the arrows in the belief network and that explanations are in terms of things causally prior. Therefore, an explanation of evidence need not include anything lower in the network. We adopt this view. Pearl's second method is the "principle of disparate risks," from [20] . This latter method, makes some independence or correlation assumptions, which are equivalent to assuming that "multiple risks cancel out." We cannot accept these independence assumptions. On its own, the use of evidential support is insufficient, however, because in the case of Figure 1 , there is evidence coming from the alive node and that would mean assigning a value to the vacation spot node, whereas we would rather leave the node unassigned. That is because our intuition would suggest that the vacation location is irrelevant to being alive in the context of being healthy.
Evidently, not assigning values to some nodes may provide a solution to the problem. Another way to state the above, is to say that the best (most probable) partial model is the explanation. The question is what criterion to use for leaving nodes unassigned in the models. Pearl's suggestion of not assigning values to nodes below the evidence is one such criterion. Other researchers essentially divide nodes into those that may be assigned (the primary causes), evidence nodes, and other nodes. For example, Cooper (see [4] , or [21] ) finds most probable sets of diseases (causes) for a given set of symptoms (evidence) by using a best-first algorithm. The models are partial in the sense that non-root nodes that are not in the evidence set are never assigned. Cooper's system, however, does not handle the general case, as he assumes mutual independence of all causes (i.e., they all have to be root nodes). This implies that spontaneous occurrences of events at non-root nodes cannot be explanations of the evidence, which means that non-root nodes can never be causes. The latter is a deficiency of the theory, if it is to be used for general-case explanations. For example, look at the case of story understanding. We have the taking-a-bus action, which can explain a sentence, and the going-to(x) actions (with x all the possible locations one may take a bus to), which are possible causes for taking a bus. Using Cooper's scheme, if we want the The Role of Relevance in Explanation 287 going-to(x) to be in our system at all, then we may not have taking-a-bus as a cause. That, in turn, means that we will always have to make up our minds about the location, even when it is undesirable (such as when there are thousands of locations, with no evidence for preferring any of them over the others).
Peng and Reggia, in [6] , have defined a diagnostic problem that they solve by proposing a theory of parsimonious cover sets. The idea is that the set of symptoms should be co~,ered by the hypothesized set of diseases; that is, each symptom should have at least one causing disease in the hypothesis. They propose a probabilistic generalization of the cover set idea, based on a two-level belief network, with symptoms at the bottom and diseases at the top. Their probabilistic scheme is more flexible than pure cover set, in that they can now use prior probability of diseases to arrive at the most likely hypothesis, rather than just the smallest set of diseases. They also designed a best-first algorithm that finds hypotheses in decreasing order of probability given the set of observed symptoms. Unfortunately, it is not clear how their methods would generalize to an arbitrary belief network, given that one of their assumption is that all symptoms have causes (and thus root nodes cannot be evidence).
Despite its shortcomings, the MAP scheme is domain independent and sufficiently general, and does not suffer from potential inconsistencies like posterior probabilities and cost-based abduction. Thus, MAP explanations are used here as a starting point, together with the argument that by using a partial MAP model as an explanation, the overspecification problem can be alleviated. We use the intuition that some facts are irreleuant to the observed facts, and consider models (explanations) where irrelevant variables may remain unassigned. We believe that for "pure" explanation, relevance is a sufficient and necessary criterion for including a node in an explanation. Issues such as the possible a priori importance of a node which are task dependent, are not considered here. In these cases, the problem is no longer pure explanation, and might be handled in a decision theoretic framework.
Section 2 discusses the idea of irrelevance-based explanations, and one instantiation of it, independence-based explanations. Certain properties of independence-based explanations are examined, and a best-first algorithm for computing explanations is constructed. Section 3 displays timing results for the best-first algorithm. Section 4 discusses possible alternate algorithms for finding irrelevance-based explanations. Section 5 points out some remaining deficiencies of independence-based MAPs (which is not necessarily a shortcoming existing for the more general irrelet,ance-based explanations), and provide pointers to papers that address these problems. The summary discusses interesting future research on algorithms. Appendix C explains our notation and provides a notation semantics table.
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IRRELEVANCE-BASED EXPLANATION
In the introduction, we showed that the overspecification problem could not be solved purely by the method of "evidential support" as Pearl suggested. It was also shown in [14] that cost-based abduction may mishandle negation by failing to assign certain variables, because of unreasonable independence assumptions. We are still interested in an explanation scheme that, in the vacation-plan example, would leave the "vacation spot" variable unassigned, because our intuition would suggest that it is "irrelevant" to "Alive" in the context of being healthy.
This section begins with the definition of irrelevance-based assignments and explanations, and then proceeds to define an instance of these, independence-based assignments and explanations. Independence-based assignments are shown to have interesting properties, which facilitate design of an effective algorithm for computing them. We outline a best-first algorithm for computing independence-based explanations, and then define the algorithm formally, and prove its correctness.
Irrelevance-based Explanation--Definition
We define the best probabilistic explanation for the observed facts as the most probable partial assignment (model) that ignores irrelevant variables. The criteria for deciding which variables are irrelevant are defined formally in the following subsections. For the moment, that part of the definition is left open-ended and is based on the intuitive understanding of irrelevance.
DEFINITION 1 For a set of variables V, an assignment 2 d s (where S c_ V), is an irrelevance-based assignment if all the nodes V-S are irrelevant to the assignment.
In the vacation plan example, we would say that the vacation-location is irrelevant to the assignment {Alive, Healthy}, and thus {Alive, Healthy} is an irrelevance-based assignment. Using the "intuitive" definition, in the vacation-plan example, the irrelevance-based MAP is {Alive, Healthy}, which is the desired scenario.
DEFINITION 2 For a distribution over the set of variables
We say that the irrelevance-based MAP with respect to the evidence g" is the best explanation for ~. Note that the definition above is not restricted to belief networks. However, the formal definitions of irrelevance are restricted to belief networks, and rely on the directionality of the networks, the "cause and effect" directionality. In belief networks, an arc from u to v states that u is a possible cause for v. The only possible causes of a node v are its ancestors, and thus (as in Pearl's evidential support), all nodes that are not ancestors of evidence nodes are unassigned. Additionally, nodes that are irrelevant to the evidence given the causes (i.e., are not "interesting") are not assigned values. The ancestors are only potentially relevant, because some other criterion may determine these nodes to be still irrelevant, as shown in the next subsection.
Independence-based MAPs
Probabilistic irrelevance is traditionally viewed as statistical independence, or even independence given that we know the value of certain variables. In [18] , a notion of independence of one set of variables from a second set of variables, given a third set of variables (all disjoint) is used.
The notation used there is I(X, Y, Z). (i.e., variable set X is independent of variable set Z given variable set Y). If the relation I obeys a certain set of axioms (called the "semi-graphoid" axioms), then there exists a probability distribution that obeys any set of independencies implied by I. A belief network is one way to represent the distribution in an efficient form. In the belief network representation, a path-based criterion called dseparation is used to decide independence. Neither d-separation nor independence as defined by the I notation suffice as a criterion for deciding which nodes are irrelevant. In the vacation-plan example, the "vacation spot" and "alive" nodes are clearly not d-separated by the "healthy" node, nor are they independent given that the value of the "healthy" node is known, as would be required.
As a starting point for our notion of probabilistic irrelevance, we use Subramanian's strong irrelevance [22] . There, SI(f, g, M) is used to signify that f is irrelevant to g in theory M if f is not necessary to prove g in M and vice versa (see [22] for the precise definition). We borrow the syntax of that form of irrelevance, but use a different semantics because we are interested in irrelevance of f to g even if g is not true. Probabilistic irrelevance is defined w.r.t, to sets of models, rather than theories (as in 290 Solomon Eyal Shimony [22] ). This is necessary because the general probabilistic representation does not have implications, just conditional probabilities. 3 Partial assignments induce a set of models. For example, for the set of variables {x, y, z}, each with a binary domain, the assignment {x = T, y = F} with z unassigned induces the set of models {(x = T, Y= F, z = F), (x = T, y = F, z = T)}. We limit ourselves to the sets of models induced by partial assignments, and use the terms "models" and "assignments" interchangeably. We say that In(f, gl~ ¢) if f is independent of g given ~ (where ~' is a partial assignment), i.e., if P(flg,~) = P(fl~'). f and g may be either sets of variables or assignments (either partial or complete) to sets of variables. If the distribution is not strictly positive, it is possible for P(flg, ~¢) to be undefined, because it is possible that P(g, ~¢) = 0. In such cases, we choose to allow that independence does, in fact, hold. The difference between Pearl's notion of independence and ours is that I(X, Y, Z) does not require a certain assignment to Y, just that the assignment be known; whereas our notion does require it. For any disjoint sets of variables X, Y, Z, we have that I(X, Y, Z) implies In(X, Zldy), but not vice-versa.
Assignments are treated as sets of pairs (v, V) where v is a node and V is the value assigned to it. The function span gives the set of nodes mentioned in an assignment: DEFINITION 3 Given an assignment zg for a set of variables (or nodes), we define the span of oa¢, as the set of nodes assigned by d: 4 
S~S n t (v)"
The idea behind this definition is that the unassigned ancestors of each assigned node v should remain unassigned if they cannot affect v (and thus cannot be used to explain v). Nodes that are not ancestors of v are never used as an explanation of L, anyway, because they are not potential causes of r. Clearly, because ~s assigns all the nodes assigned by g~, and is consistent with ~, then P(~l~'s) = 1, whenever P(~gs) 4= O.
In the vacation-plan example, using independence-based MAPs, we have a best scenario of {Alive, Healthy, vacation location undetermined} with a probability of 0.71 as desired. We can avoid assigning a value to vacation location because the only node u with unassigned ancestors is u = alive, and the conditional independence In(Alive, vacation spotlHealthy) holds. Note, however, our reservations in section 5.
An assignment o~ subsumes assignment ~ iff ~¢" _c ~'. This is equivalent to saying that the set of complete models satisfying d is a (not necessarily strict) superset of the set of complete models satisfying ~. Together with the axioms of probability theory, this implies that over any probability distribution, P(~¢) >_ P(~J~'). Assignment ~¢ strictly subsumes assignment ~' iff d subsumes 2 and P(~e') > P(.~'). Assignment ~a¢ properly subsumes assignment ~' iff ~¢ subsumes ~' and ~/~ ~. When looking for most probable IB assignments, assignments that are maximal w.r.t, subsumption are preferred. If the distribution is strictly positive, proper subsumption implies strict subsumption, and only a maximal IB assignment can be an IB-MAP. We take the space at this point to define evidential support, for later use. An assignment is et,identially supported if all the nodes in the assignment are ancestors of some evidence node:
DEFINITION 7 (EVIDENTIAL SUPPORT) An assignment ~gs to a belief network is evidentially supported w.r.t, et~idence ~ iff g~ c_d s (thus E c S), and et,ery node t' ~ S is either in ~pan(~)
or is in $ +(e) for some e ~ span(~). 5 292 Solomon Eyal Shimony DEFINITION 
(PROPER EVIDENTIAL SUPPORT) An assignment ~s to a belief network, is properly evidentially supported w.r.t, evidence ~ iff it is evidentially supported w.r.t, the evidence, and for every node v ~ S--E, there exists a directed path to some node in E that traverses only nodes in S.
If an IB assignment is evidentially supported but is not properly evidentially supported, then we can get a properly evidentially supported IB assignment that subsumes it by deleting all the nodes v for which there is no path from v to E passing entirely through nodes in the assignment. As is shown in the following subsections, every IB MAP is subsumed by some IB MAP that is properly evidentially supported. This implies that, for strictly positive distributions, all IB MAPs are properly evidentially supported. They are also maximal w.r.t, subsumption, as for positive distributions, subsumption implies a higher probability as well (strict subsumption). Because for positive distribution, all IB MAPs are maximal and properly evidentially supported, we need only search for IB MAPs among IB assignments that are maximal and properly evidentially supported. For non-strictly positive distributions the above argument does not always hold, but we still believe that it makes sense to look for the maximal (w.r.t. subsumption) IB MAPs, as that allows for a simpler explanation (fewer nodes assigned).
Properties of Independence-based Assignments
The independence constraints in the definition of independence-based assignments lead to several interesting properties, that are desirable from a computational point of view. We make the following observation: if, for each assigned variable v, v is independent of all of its unassigned parents given the assignment to the rest of its parents, then the independence-based condition holds at v, i.e., v is independent of all its unassigned indirect ancestors as well as its unassigned parents. Formally:
THEOREM 1 For strictly positive distributions, if 5~" s is a complete assignment w.r.t, node set S, then for any node v ~ S, the 1B condition holds at v w.r.t, s~¢ s iff ln(sa~,~, "~(v) -Sl~sn ~(v))-
For a proof, see appendix A. If the independence condition holds at every node, then the assignment is independence-based, thus:
THEOREM 2 In a belief network with a strictly positive distribution, In(s~v~, $ ( v ) -Sl.~s n ~ (~)) for every v ~ S iff ~" s is an independence-based assignment.
Proof Immediate from theorem 1 and definition 5. Thus, to test whether an assignment is independence-based, we only need to test the relation between each node and its parents, and can
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) for euery node u ~ S, then the probability of ~ s is:
For a proof, see appendix A. The theorem allows us to find P(st s) in linear time for independence-based assignments, as the terms of the product are simply conditional probabilities that can be read off from the conditional distribution array (or other representation) of nodes given their parents.
Finally, we observe that for AND/OR DAGs where conditional probabilities are restricted to be either 0 or 1 (except, perhaps, at root nodes), IB MAPs are equivalent to partial model cost-based abduction [14] , if we do not allow non-root nodes to be assumed. The above holds because in cost-based abduction, if a node is assigned true, then it is independent of all of its unassigned parents, i.e., the IB condition holds at that node (actually, at the belief-network image of the node). This equivalence holds even if we allow negation, as long as we do not allow non-root assumptions and all the conditional probabilities are either 0 or 1.
Independence-based MAP Algorithm
The independence-based MAP algorithm presented here is based on a variant of the complete MAP algorithm, which we outlined in [23] . In this section, we review that algorithm, and show what modifications are needed to convert it to an IB-MAP computation algorithm. Finally, we present the algorithm more formally, and prove its correctness.
REVIEW OF MAP ALGORITHM An agenda of states is kept, sorted
by the evaluation function Pa (estimated current probability), which is a product of all conditional probabilities seen in the current state. A state is essentially an assignment of values to some set of nodes, S. A flowchart of the algorithm is shown in Figure 2 .
Expansion consists of selecting a fringe node of S (i.e., a node that has neighbors not in S) and creating a new agenda item for each of the possible assignments to neighboring nodes. This is equivalent to the original description of the algorithm, presented in [24] .
I I 1
Get Item of highest Expand "current" The heuristic evaluation function Pa for an agenda item, which is an assignment ~s to the set of nodes S, is the following product:
e., the product is over all assigned nodes that have all their parents assigned as well. The evaluation function is optimistic, and is precise for complete assignments, as the product reduces to exactly the joint distribution of the network in that case. Thus, P, is an admissible heuristic evaluation function w.r.t, a best-first search algorithm.
The advantage of this best-first algorithm is that it can be easily modified to produce the next-best complete assignments in order of decreasing probability. This is done in the following manner (refer to Figure 2 ): instead of ending with the first complete assignment, output it, and simply continue to loop (getting the next agenda item).
ALGORITHM MODIFICATIONS The algorithm modifications needed
to compute the independence-based partial MAP are in checking whether an agenda item is complete, and in the expansion of an agenda item. The former holds for an agenda item iff it is an independence-based (partial) assignment. The other conditions are guaranteed because the evidence The Role of Relevance in Explanation 295 nodes are assigned initially. Checking whether an assignment is independence-based is easy, due to Theorem 2.
The second modification is required because, when extending a node, some of the parents may not be assigned, as we will show presently. Also, only nodes with unassigned parents are considered fringe nodes, because we do not need to assign nodes with no evidence nodes below them. Completeness in the modified algorithm is different in that an agenda item may be complete even if not all variables are assigned.
To take advantage of Theorem 2, we precompute for each node v a set of all the cases where conditional independence occurs. These are independence-based hypercubes, which are sub-spaces of the conditional distribution array (of v given its parents) with equal conditional probability entries. For example, in the case of the "dirty" OR node of Figure 3 , P(v = Tlu i = T) = 0.9 (for 1 _< i < 4) is independent of uj, j 4: i. This defines four three-dimensional equi-probability hypercubes. We also have the 0-dimensional hypercube where all the ui = F. When the algorithm expands v, it only assigns values to parents of which v is not independent (given the assignment to its other parents), i.e., it generates one agenda item for each such hypercube.
Naturally, because a belief net is not always a tree, some parent nodes may already be assigned. Consider, for example, Figure 3 . We are at the noisy OR node v, with parents u~, u2, u 3, u4, where v has the value T, and u I has already been assigned F. We now have to expand all the "interesting" states of the parents of v, i.e., the states of the nodes ui.
In the complete MAP case, we add the following eight assignments for the nodes (u2, u 3, u4):
{
(F, F, F), (F, F, T), (F, T, F), (F, T, T), (T, F, F), (T, F, T), (T, T, F), (T, T, T)}
F P(v I some parent true) = 0.9 P(v I all parents false) = 0.i Figure 3 . Expanding a node.
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That is, all possible complete assignments to these three variables. When we need to find the partial MAP, however, only the following four assignments are added:
where U stands for "unassigned". If a hypercube is ruled out by a prior assignment to a parent node (as is the case with the hypercube u I = T here), it is ignored. Otherwise, the hypercubes are unified with the prior assignment, as in this case, the three-dimensional hypercubes are reduced to two-dimensional hypercubes by the prior assignment of u 1 = F. All the other assignments are "uninteresting, ''6 and are not used, because they would assign values to variables that cannot change the probability of c, that is, they are subsumed by the four assignments listed above. Finally, to compute next-best partial assignments in decreasing order, we perform the same simple modification as for the complete MAP algorithm: simply continue to run, producing independence based partial assignments. A useful termination condition is now a probability threshold, i.e., stop producing assignments once the probability of an assignment is below some fraction of that of the first partial MAP produced.
FORMAL PRESENTATION OF THE ALGORITHM
We formalize the algorithm in terms of an input assignment ~, the evidence, and an output IB assignment. We define an expansion operator ~-, and a termination condition, and show that the algorithm terminates with an IB-MAP.
We assume a total ordering ~e on B, the nodes of the network, such that no node comes before its (possibly indirect) descendants. With respect to that, a fringe node w is minimal in an assignment if it is the first node w.r.t, the ordering that has unassigned parents. If w is a fringe node in an assignment, such that the independence-based assignment condition holds at w w.r.t, the assignment, then it is an independence-based inactive (or just inactive, for short) fringe node. If w is a fringe node where the IB condition does not hold then w is an active fringe node. If w is the first active node in the assignment, it is called a minimal active fringe node. Given an assignment and an ordering, the minimal active fringe node is unique. Unless otherwise specified, we assume that an implicit ordering is present, and define the function index: B ~J, the index of a node w.r.t. e¢.
6An "uninteresting" assignment is made so by some other assignment. For example, ~ = {T, U, U} = {u 2 = T} makes ~' = {T, F, U} = {u 2 = T, u 3 = F} uninteresting because ~¢ properly subsumes ~' and P(v = TId) = P(v = TI~').
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An assignment d to a node w and a subset of its parents is called a hypercube based on w. If ~¢ is complete w.r.t, w and a subset S of V = l"(w), and P(.~w~[Js) is independent of the nodes V-S, that is:
(where ~:'v s is the set of all complete assignments to V-S) then ~¢ is an independence-based hypercube (acronym IB-H). Equation 4 is also a definition of p, which is called the conditionalprobability of the hypercube.
DEFINITION 9 An independence-based hypercube s¢ based on w is maximal if there does not exist a different independence-based hypercube based on w that subsumes it ( ie., d is maximal with respect to subsumption).
Generally, there are several maximal IB hypercubes based on w. Note also that a maximal IB-H has the setwise smallest set of nodes assigned. We currently assume, for computation of hypercubes, that the distribution is strictly positive.
We say that two hypercubes (or other assignments) ~ and 5~' are consistent if and only if they agree on all the variables they refer to. Formally:
DEFINITION 10 Hypercubes ~ and 3~ are consistent iff Vu ~ span(2) 3!V (c, V) ~, where 2 = ~" U ~.
If two assignments (hypercubes) are not consistent then we say that they are inconsistent. The two following theorems explain why we are only interested in properly evidentially supported assignments. The reason is that all other assignments are subsumed by properly evidentially supported assignments:
THEOREM 4 If independence-based assignment ~s is subsumed by the ez,idence ~, but is not eL, identially supported w.r.t. ~, then there exists an independence-based assignment SCs, that subsumes d s and is euidentially supported w.r.t. ~.
Proof By construction. Because the belief network structure is a DAG, then so is any subgraph. Order nodes of S that are not ancestors of some node in E (nodes in E are considered to be ancestors here) in a list such that no node precedes its descendants (this can be done because we have a DAG). Now, proceed to eliminate nodes from the list (and from the assignment). As each node is eliminated, the assignment remains independence-based, as only nodes with no children are eliminated, and the independence-based assignment criterion for each node depends only on ancestor nodes. We can thus eliminate the entire list, and remain with an assignment that is evidentially supported, is still subsumed by g', and is independence-based.
• Proof By construction. Remove from the assignment ~s all nodes that are not ancestors of E as in the proof of Theorem 4. Then, remove all the nodes T that have no path to a node in E that lies entirely in S, in a similar manner: sort the nodes of T into a list such that no node precedes its descendants. Removing the nodes of T will achieve a properly evidentially supported assignment, if we preserve the independence-based assignment condition. But removing the nodes of T in sequence will always preserve the criterion, because no node v is removed if it has children in the resulting assignment (if it did, then the node v would not have been in T, as there would be a path from v to a node in E).
•
In order to define the IB MAP algorithm, we need to define an expansion operator. Let ~ be the set of all possible (either partial or complete) assignments. We define our expansion operator ~-: ~ U 2 ~ --* 2 J, as follows: We define ~-over both assignments and sets of assignments so that we can apply ~-recursively, for a simpler proof of correctness. In the actual algorithm, ~-is only applied to a single assignment at a time.
THEOREM 6 If assignment ~¢s is "c-reachable from ~ then 7 it is properly evidentially supported by ~.
Proof By induction on the number of applications of the ~-operator. The theorem clearly holds for 0 applications, as the only assignment in 7An assignment a¢ is 7-reachable from ~ if it is in 7"(~), where the asterisk stands for reflexive, transitive closure.
The Role of Relevance in Explanation 299 that case is {8"}, which is clearly properly evidentially supported. Now, assuming that the theorem holds for n applications of r, then another application of r can only assign values to nodes that are in some IB-hypercube based on a node w already assigned. IB-hypercubes assign only parents of w, and w is either in E or there exists a path from w to E passing only through assigned nodes, by the induction assumption. Hence, there will always be a path from the nodes assigned in the n + 1 application of r to E. The theorem follows by induction.
• An assignment d s is IB-terminated when each assigned node w • S either has no parents, or the independence-based assignment condition holds at w. The latter is true iff the assignment for every w e S, A{w}u(s n ?(,.)) is subsumed by some IB-H based on w.
We now show that every "interesting" assignment is reachable from the evidence, using only the r operator:
THEOREM 7 Every maximal (w.r.t. subsumption) independence-based assignment d s that is properly evidentially supported w.r.t. ~ is r-reachable from ~.
Proof see appendix A. Using an agenda g(a set of states, or assignments), evaluation function P~,, evidence g~ and expansion operator r, the algorithm is defined formally as follows: ALGORITHM 1 (IB MAP ALGORITHM)
1. Set the agenda, g= {8'}. 2. Set o~s to be a member of Yof maximum P~,Cals), and remove it from 3. If ~. is IB-terminated, halt (~ is an IB-MAP). 4. Set 9-= g-u r(ds), and go to step 2. The evaluation function Pa is exactly the same as the one for the complete MAP algorithm (equation 3), but with G(S) including all the expanded nodes. It is obviously optimistic, and because of Theorem 3, it is exact for IB assignments (the goal states). In the implementation, Pa is actually computed before adding an assignment to the agenda, and the agenda is always kept sorted (e.g., using a heap). We now show that the algorithm is correct.
THEOREM 8
The IB-MAP algorithm terminates, and when it halts it does so with ~s being a most-probable properly evidentially supported IB assignment.
Proof The algorithm terminates, because the number of states added to the agenda in step 4 is finite, and because it always adds nodes to each assignment ~s, it will eventually assign all the nodes above span(~), in 300 Solomon Eyal Shimony which case the IB condition is vacuously true. Naturally, the run-time may be exponential. The assignment found when the algorithm terminates is IB (that is the termination condition). It is properly evidentially supported (from Theorem 6) and the fact that all assignments generated are ~-accessible from ~. The evaluation function is admissible, and all possible maximal properly evidentially supported IB assignments are z-accessible. The theorem follows from the latter two properties, and from the correctness condition of heuristic search w.r.t, evaluation functions.
Continuing to run the algorithm after finding a first assignment will find next-best IB-assignments, in decreasing order of probability. Note that Theorem 8 does not guarantee a maximal IB-MAP. In fact, Figure 4 shows a simple counterexample, where all the nodes are binary, and E is the evidence node that is known to be true. Given the set of agenda states shown, the non-maximal assignment, {E, A, B, X, Y, Z} may be reached first (and that may occur even if the agenda is stable, i.e., if among all equally valued assignments, a first-in first-out protocol is observed). The assignment where {E, A, B, X, Z} subsumes the latter resulting assignment, and is both IB and properly evidentially supported.
However, for strictly positive distributions, subsumption also implies a higher probability, which guarantees that the IB-MAP found is indeed maximal. For other distributions, to find the maximal IB-MAPs, we need to compare all IB-MAPs with equal probability, which is not hard in most cases. We are assured that the maximal IB-MAP will indeed appear if we continue to run the algorithm, because of Theorem 7. We do not bother to do that, as we allow that all equal probability IB assignments are of equal "goodness" as explanations.
We need to address the problem that the IB-MAP algorithm is potentially exponential. Nothing can be done about it in the general case, The Role of Relevance in Explanation 301 because the problem is NP-hard. We can, however, see whether it executes in reasonable time in practice, and what can be done to improve practical running time, such as improving the evaluation function, or using a different algorithm altogether. We refer to such practical issues in sections 3 and 4.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Having shown the theoretical feasibility of irrelevance-based explanations, we still need to show that, in practice, our schemes generate reasonable explanations. We did that by using the theory to produce explanations for a toy domain.
We do not test our theory on a larger domain at this juncture, because that requires availability of a system that can generate sufficiently general belief networks. In particular, a system that uses many instances of multi-valued nodes and negation is required so that the added power of irrelevance-based explanation is utilized. Currently available and accessible systems are insufficient for that purpose. For example, networks generated by the WlMP story understanding program are mostly AND/OR trees with binary-valued nodes. For such networks, there is no need to employ irrelevance-based explanation, (cost-based abduction works just as well in this case), because irrelevance-based explanation is equivalent to cost-based abduction for AND/OR networks (when only root nodes may be assumed), as we argued in section 2.
Our explanation scheme is useful for finding explanations only if we can construct effective algorithms for them. We have designed a best-first algorithm for irrelevance-based explanations in the previous section. This section presents and analyzes timing experiments to show that the algorithm is effective. We test our algorithm on a toy domain, which is a medium-size example, and on randomly generated belief networks, some of which are much larger than the toy domain.
In [14] we presented the toy domain, for performing explanation experiments. We only summarize the characteristics here, for lack of space. World knowledge is a sub-domain of common-sense explanations "things observed from my room" and is represented as a 31 multi-valued node belief network, a superset of the example presented in Table 1 . These are commonly observed things, such as our front lawn, the road, weather conditions, and the neighbors' dog. We also have several other things we can observe, such as a weather forecast. There are variables that we usually cannot observe, such as weather conditions 100 miles upwind from us yesterday. There are also some variables that are sometimes observed and sometimes are not; that is, sometimes they appear as evidence, and sometimes as explanations.
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We present timing experiments for our IB MAP algorithm. Performing experiments on purely random networks does not appear useful, as there would not be many occurrences of conditional independence in that case. Instead, we elected to experiment on networks where the IB hypercubes are generated randomly, as we discuss later on. The timing results are for an implementation in LISP (compiled using LUCID LISP), on a SPARC-I workstation. The workstation had 24MB of main memory, and that is relevant, as system time (such as garbage collection and page fault processing) is included.
Timing Experiments on Toy Example
We performed timing experiments for ten instances of evidence for our toy domain. Results are presented both for finding the first-best explanation, and for finding the first-and second-best explanations.
The results are shown in Table 3 , and are presented in terms of CPU seconds and in terms of number of states popped from the agenda. In the table, best timing is the time for the problem that took the least time. Likewise, worst timing is the timing for the problem that took the most execution time. Time for initializing the hypercubes for the algorithm was approximately 3.5 seconds, and is not included.
As we see, on typical instances of evidence in our domain, the algorithm terminates in reasonable time. The table lists the number of states that were expanded, the number of states generated is much larger than that. A point of possible inefficiency in the algorithm is the existence of duplicate states (i.e., equivalent states generated more than once by the algorithm). The fact that this is possible should be evident from the proof of r-reachability of every properly evidentially supported assignment (see appendix A): the hypercube that can be expanded in going from one assignment to the next one on the way to ~'s is not necessarily unique. We remove duplicate states during the search by the following mechanism: states are inserted into the agenda sorted according to the evaluation function. 
Timing Experiments on Random Networks
When we set out to perform an experiment on random networks, we need to specify a distribution over belief networks. We cannot just specify "uniform distribution," as there is no such thing for belief networks. Note that the purpose of using randomly generated belief networks is just to show that the algorithm performs reasonably well in many cases on different belief networks of small to medium size, not to get a run-time asymptotic bound or a real performance estimate.
We base our experiment partially on an algorithm provided by IDEAL [25] to generate a random topology. The details of our method for generating the random belief networks are presented in appendix B. In the experiment, the number of nodes varied from 10 to 400, and results were averaged out over ten problem instances for each diagram size.
Results are shown in Figure 5 . These results are so noisy that the graph is non-monotonically increasing with the size of the diagram. When obtaining each data point, we also computed the standard deviation over the ten instances. That standard deviation in run-time was in many cases much greater than the average run-time, showing that for each data point the bulk of the cumulative runtime was probably in a single problem-instance. The latter fact makes the results unreliable as an indicator of typical running time for a particular size of DAG.
We then proceeded to try the experiment on fewer diagram sizes, but with approximately 100 instances for each problem size, to decrease the noise level, as seen in Figure 5 . Some of the larger problem instances crashed LUCID LISP's garbage collector (probably because of excessive memory requirements), and were replaced by problem instances which did not cause that behavior. These problem instances would have required a large running time. We believe that the oddly placed 400-node data point is caused by the fact that we could not get the timing for about ten problem instances, which we believe would have had a very large running time had they run to completion.
The resulting graph is still too noisy to try to obtain a curve fit of any sort, and we do not attempt to do that. We can still conclude from these results, however, that the IB MAP algorithm terminates in reasonable time on small to medium networks, but performs badly on the larger networks, as expected. In this section, we have shown by experiment and by example that irrelevance-based explanation is a useful notion. We have also shown that the best-first algorithm, despite being exponential-time in principle, executes in reasonable time in practice, for a medium-size example. Despite that, we are not really happy with the performance of the algorithm. It is likely that for really large networks, unacceptable performance will result. In the next section, we look at other possible algorithms for computing independence-based MAPs.
ALTERNATE IB-MAP ALGORITHMS
In [26] [27] [28] [29] , a method of converting the complete MAP problem to a linear inequality system was shown. The main problem (from the point of view of this paper) with using systems of inequalities for finding IB-MAPs, is that in the scheme of [29] , the result is always a complete assignment, whereas IB-MAPs are typically partial assignments. This rules out the use of a simple mapping of belief-network nodes to inequality system variables. However, the method proposed in [27] does not do that either. Instead, it has variables for every conditional case in the belief network, i.e., for every distribution array entry of a node given its parents. We apply the basic idea of [27] here, and show how it can be modified to deal with IB-MAPs. We also discuss briefly how stochastic simulation approaches might be used to find IB-MAPs, and what problems exist in trying to apply such techniques here.
Reduction of IB-MAPs
We need to apply the linear-constraint satisfaction approach to IBMAPs. This entails constructing a constraint system that is computationally equivalent to the IB-MAP problem. The basic idea for representing belief networks and enforcing the IB condition is to use the same general scheme as for complete MAPs presented in [27] , but instead of having a separate variable for each conditional case, as in [27] , to have a variable for each maximal IB hypercube (see section 2 for the definition of hypercubes). This solves the problem that linear programming produces a complete assignment. That is because a complete assignment to the hypercube variables translates into a partial assignment to the belief network, as shown in what follows.
A belief network is denoted by B = (G, 2), where G is the underlying graph and ~ the distribution. We usually omit reference to 2 and assume that all discussion is with respect to the same arbitrary distribution. For each node v and each domain value D,., there is a set of k~ maximal IB hypercubes based on v (where d ~ D,,). We denote that set by W ''~, and
assume some indexing on the set. Member j of ,~,~'" is denoted Hj , with k~.~ > j > 1.
A system of inequalities L is a triple (V, I,c), where V is a set of variables, I is a set of inequalities, and c is an assignment cost function.
DEFINITION 12 From the belief network B and the evidence ~, we construct a system of inequalities L = LIn( B, ~) as follows: 1. V is a set of variables h'/, indexed by the set of all evidentia@ supported maximal hypercubes H~ (the set of hypercubes H such that if H is based on w, then w is evidentially supported). Thus, V = ( ,~f ,,t, 8 hi Hi ~ H~} ,
The superscript v d states that node v is assigned value d by the hypercube (which is based on v), and the subscript i states that this is the ith hypercube among the hypercubes based on v that assign the value d to v. 
The intuition behind these inequalities is as follows: inequalities of type a enforce consistency of the solution. Type b inequalities enforce selection of at most a single hypercube based on each node. Type c inequalities enforce the IB constraint, i.e., at least one hypercube based on v must be selected if v is assigned. Type d inequalities introduce the evidence.
Following [26] , we define an assignment s for the variables of L as a function from V to ~'. Furthermore:
1. If the range of s is in {0, 1} then s is a 0-1 assignment. 2. If s satisfies all the inequalities of types a-d then s is a solution for L. 3. If solution s for L is a 0-1 assignment, then it is a 0-1 solution for L. We continue by showing (Theorem 9) that for every maximal evidentially supported IB assignment to B there exists at least one 0-1 solution to Lm(B, ~). That means that all such IB assignments can be found by finding solutions to the system of inequalities. We will also show that for every 0-1 solution to the system of inequalities, there exists a unique evidentially supported IB assignment. This allows the proposed algorithm to convert a solution to LIB(B, ~) into an evidentially supported IB assignment to the belief network. Proof by construction. Run the IB MAP algorithm (algorithm 1), on the network, with evidence ~', until assignment ,~¢ turns up. Collect all the (maximal) hypercubes that were picked to get ,~¢. For each node t' that is assigned, and no hypercube based on t: was picked, 1° select some maximal IB hypercube based on u that is consistent with ,~¢, and does not assign any nodes not in span(,ae). We call the maximal IB hypercubes picked by the algorithm or selected in the latter stage the selected hypercubes.
LEMMA 1 After running the algorithm, for euery assigned node u there exists a maximal IB hypercube that is consistent with .¢/and does not assign any new nodes (i.e., nodes not in ae). Furthermore, the union of all the selected hypercubes is consistent and is exactly .ae.
Proof Every IB assignment ~' that is consistent with ae that assigns a value to u and some of its parents is subsumed by some maximal IB hypercube based on L,. Thus, we just pick a maximal IB hypercube ~" that subsumes ~'. The hypercube X" is clearly consistent with ae, because X subsumes a' (subsumption is transitive). Subsumption also implies that does not assign any new nodes. The union of all the selected hypercubes is consistent because it subsumes ae (follows from set theory), and ~ae is consistent. The union of the selected hypercubes is also subsumed by ~, because each node in span(ag) is assigned in some selected hypercube. Thus, .a¢ is exactly equal to the union of the selected maximal IB hypercubes.
• (lemma 1). Now, construct an assignment s to the variables V as follows: for each
LEMMA 2 The assignment s is a 0-1 solution for Lm( B, g~).
Proof By definition, s is a 0-1 assignment, s is a solution because it can be shown to obey all of the inequalities of types a-d:
Type a. Suppose that some inequality of this type does not hold. This implies that some set of two variables {hi, h2}, where the respective hypercubes are inconsistent, we have s(h 1) = s(h 2) = 1. This implies in turn that two inconsistent hypercubes were selected, which contradicts lemma 1.
Type b. Inequalities of this type can be violated iff there is some node v for which more than one maximal hypercube is selected• But this cannot happen, as the algorithm only expands nodes once (in each solution path), and in the construction a hypercube was added only for nodes which had no hypercubes based on them. • (lemma 2).
Theorem 9 follows from the construction, and from lemmas 1 and 2.
• Let us now define a mapping from 0-1 solutions to assignments to the belief network, as follows:
DEFINITION 13 Given a 0-1 solution s for L = LIB(B, ~), we define its induced assignment ~¢[ s ] to belief network B as:
We call the set of hypercubes H S for which the respective variables s(h'/) = 1 the hypercubes selected by s. We also say that the respective variables s(h'/) are selected by s. We proceed to show that this is indeed the desired construction: Now that the system of inequalities equivalent to the problem of finding evidentially supported IB assignments is defined, we provide an objective function such that a minimum-cost solution of the system provides an IB-MAP for the belief network: DEFINITION 14 We define the objectiL'e function for IB solution as follows:
Clearly, because c(h'/, 0) = 0, and c(h'/', 1) is the negative log probability of HJ, we can write:
h~" h',"
For a 0-1 solution, the objective function is:
O,.,,(s) = -E l°g(P(Hi'')) (13) 
t~ E span( SJ[ s ])
But that is also equal to the product of the probabilities of the selected hypercubes, thus:
e(~'[s]) =
1-I P(HS)= I-I et°g(e("())
Using the rules for exponents and moving the minus sign outside the resulting summation, we get:
= eE,hj~,=, I°g~P~HS~) = e-°~,~ ~s) (16) and because e -x is strictly monotonically decreasing in x, optimizing s (minimizing the objective function) is equivalent to maximizing P(~'[s]). Proof for (2): sC[s] is maximal, because if it strictly subsumes some other IB assignment with the requisite properties d, then it also has a strictly larger probability (because the distribution is strictly positive). So, if there exists some s' such that S =~¢[s'], then it must have a higher cost. If there is no such s', then it cannot be found as a 0-1 solution.
Having proved the correctness of the reduction of finding IB MAPs to minimizing an objective function over linear inequality constraints, it is our hope that experiments will show that in most cases the 0-1 solution for the system of inequalities can be found in reasonable time. The experiments performed in [29] are encouraging, because good performance was ob-tained for systems resulting from reduction of the problem of finding minimal-cost proofs for AND/OR graphs to inequalities, which is a problem very similar to finding IB MAPs. Despite this, there is no guarantee that this will work well, as in general finding such 0-1 solutions to linear systems of inequalities is NP-hard. The conclusions as to the usefulness of the reduction should thus be based on empirical studies, which are left for future research.
Simulation and IB-MAPs
Stochastic simulation algorithms are used both for finding posterior probabilities, and for finding MAPs for Markov networks. It is not immediately obvious how such techniques can be used for finding irrelevance-based explanations. The problem is that traditional simulation algorithms eventually assign all the nodes, and it is not at all clear how to adapt such algorithms to leave nodes unassigned in a controlled manner. We will thus not attempt to do so.
DISCUSSION
We have shown how to derive globally consistent explanations using partial MAPs where irrelevant variables are left unassigned, and that irrelevance-based MAPs alleviate the overspecification problem. We have also mentioned the relationship between independence-based MAPs and cost-based abduction.
We do not think, however, that the overspecification problem is completely overcome by IB-MAP explanation. That is because slightly changing conditional probabilities may cause assignment to variables that are still intuitively irrelevant, which may in turn cause the wrong explanation to be preferred. Thus, it seems that statistical independence is a sufficient condition for irrelevance, but not a necessary condition. The latter problem manifests if we modify our vacation-plan problem, as shown in Figure  6 and described in the following paragraph.
Change the probability of being alive given the location so that some particular hiking site is slightly more dangerous to unhealthy people than the others, because, say, it contains a steeper climb and is thus more strenuous. We no longer have conditional independence, and thus are forced into the undesirable case of finding the "not healthy, stay at home" scenario as the best explanation. This is counter-intuitive, and we need to find a scheme that can handle "almost" independent cases.
The instability problem shown above becomes particularly acute if the belief network is constructed using probabilities calculated from real statistical experiments. That can be done either by first constructing the topology of the network and experimenting to fill in the conditional probabilities, or by using a method such as in [30] or as in [31] to get the topology as well as the conditional probabilities directly from the experiments. In either case, even if exact independence exists in the real world, the conditional probabilities computed based on experiments are very unlikely to be exactly equal. In [14, 32] , we address the issue of "almost" independent cases, and how to relax the IB criterion in order to allow that, while still using our irrelevance-based MAP framework.
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH
We have criticized existing systems that find explanations, with a special focus on probabilistic systems. Currently used explanation systems were found lacking in several respects, a shortcoming that we attempted to remedy by providing our idea of irrelevance-based explanations.
Within the framework of irrelevance-based explanation, we examined the question of how to define irrelevance, in the context of belief networks. We examine definitions of irrelevance in the literature, and attempted to generalize them to fit our requirements. That we have done with the scheme of indepedence-based MAPs. We then looked for ways of implementing such schemes of explanation, and have done so by designing a best-first algorithm that can easily provide alternate explanations, as well as the best explanations.
We discussed a toy domain example, and performed timing experiments which showed that the algorithms execute in reasonable time over medium-sized networks. We also proposed an alternate algorithm for computing irrelevance-based explanations. The algorithm finds the best explanation through reduction to linear systems of inequalities, based on the ideas in [26] [27] [28] [29] .
We have explored some issues not examined here in related papers. The problem of approximate independence is explored in [14, 32] , as are the implementation issues of such approximate schemes. Several interesting lines of future research on algorithms remain:
1. Finding improved heuristics for the best-first search MAP algorithms. In particular, it remains to be seen whether the heuristic proposed in [33] can be made admissible for MAPs and partial MAPs, while remaining a useful heuristic. 2. Evaluation of whether the reduction of partial MAPs to linear systems of inequalities works well in practice, should be performed. An empirical comparison of timing results for our best-first IB MAP algorithm to the performance of the linear systems method would be particularly interesting.
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APPENDIX A. PROOFS FOR THEOREMS
This appendix provides the lengthier proofs not provided in the text.
THEOREM 1 If, for some belief network B with strictly positive distribution, o4 is a complete assignment w.r.t, node set S, then for any node x ~ S, In(~x1, ~ +(x) -Sl~¢sn r(x)) iffln(~xl, $(x) -S[~¢sn T(x))"
Proof(~) according to the following five step outline:
1. Construct a belief network B' that is the same as B, but has extra y nodes (as we will show), and an x' node that is true just in case ~xl occurs in the original network. 2. Show that B' has the same distribution as B when B' is marginalized to the original nodes in B. 3. Argue that the a-posteriori distribution of B given d s n r(x) is equal to the a-posteriori distribution of B' given o4"n ~(~) and the new y nodes. 4 . Show that x' is d-separated from 1' +(x) -S given ~s and the y nodes. 5. The d-separation in B' implies independence in B', hence independence in B, as required. We expand the arcs coming into each node x in S to reflect the conditional independencies in P (xl $(x) ). For example, consider the subgraph of Figure 7a . s and x are nodes in S, u is an unassigned node. In this example, u and s are binary nodes (without loss of generality), and x is a (possibly) multiple-valued node, with k values, x 1 ..... x k.
Suppose (without loss of generality) that we know that P(x = xlls = T) is independent of u (s = T is the value assigned to node s in ds). We expand all possible assignments to s and u, and use y nodes for each such possible assignment. Because of the independence, the nodes for {s = T, u = F} and {s = T, u = T} are combined into one node, Yr. For the other cases, we have nodes YFF and YPr (see Figure 7b) . The y nodes are binary, with probability 1 of being true just in case the state of their parents is equal to their subscripts, and 0 otherwise (for example, P(YFT]S = F, u = T) = 1, and 0 given any other combination). The x' node is a binary node, that is set to be true iff the original x node is assigned xl. Thus, P(x'IyT) = P(x = xlls = T), and likewise for the other conditional probabilities. The new x node has exactly the distribution of the old x node, except that now P(x =x~lx') = 1 independent of s and u, and all the other conditional probabilities stay the same. We need this x' construct to handle the case where x is a multiple-valued node. It is sufficient to prove that x' is independent of any ancestors not in S to show that P(x = x 1Is = T) is independent of them, because these distributions are equal by construction. But the distribution with s = T in the original graph is equivalent to the distribution where s = T, YT = T, YFT = F, YFF = F in the expanded graph.
Clearly, x' is d-separated from all its ancestors not in S (that are not y nodes), because all paths reaching x' from above are blocked by y nodes. All paths reaching x' from below either have a converging node x, or some node below x. But there are, by definition, no nodes in S n $ (x) below x, and thus all paths reaching x' from below are blocked. Thus, x' is d-separated from all its ancestors not in S, and thus P(x = x I) is independent of these ancestors given s = T 1 and also given d s n t (x).
Because this construction and d-separation argument generalizes for non-binary nodes s and u, and also to the case of more than two parents per node, then 
t~cS Proof Let B stand for the set of nodes in the belief network, and let O = B -S. Let ~' stand for any arbitrary assignment to the variables in O, and ~ =~s U ~'. Now, the distribution of a belief network is the product of conditional probabilities. Thus, we can write: P(~) = H P(2(dl~¢(,,))
I'EB
Because ~ae s is a partial assignment that is consistent with _~, its probability is just a marginalization of 2, that is, we need to sum over all assignments to the O variables (i.e., over ~).
P(~s) = ~ P(o<~ u~)
We can now operate on the right hand side by using equation 18, and then partitioning the product according to the O and S sets:
P('~s) = ~-, I-I P((s~s u~)(,,)l(~s u~),(,,)) But the product over S is exactly what we need to be equal to P(sCs), so it is sufficient to prove that the sum on the right-hand side is equal to 1. This we can show by noting that we have a sum of all the states of a sample space, which have to sum to 1, as we show in the following paragraphs. We use two properties of belief networks:
1. Belief networks are directed acyclic graphs.
2. For every node v ~ B, the probability of a node given its parents is a distribution, that is:
V,~' ~ ~t(v). E P(~¢I ~,~') = 1 (24) We now number the k nodes of O in non-descending order, that is, we give them the labels v I ..... v k such that: (25) This can be done because of property 1 of belief networks. Now we can start manipulating our summation of equation 23: 
Vi,j. i >j ~ vj q~ $+(v,)
The Role of Relevance in Explanation 317 But in the product on the right-hand side above, terms for i > 1 contain no reference to Vl and are thus independent of it. We can thus re-write the summation as: k E I-IP(3t, j(.~ u~2)r(,.,)) E e(J(,.,)l(d U~')T(<)) (27) But the right-most summation is equal to 1 by property 2 of belief networks, and can thus be eliminated. And because for every i > j, term i does not refer to vj, we can eliminate all the nodes in this manner, and we get: E I-I P(~'{,,}l(~s U~')t(,,)) = 1
The theorem follows immediately by substituting equation 28 into equation 23.
THEOREM 7 Every maximal (w.r.t. subsumption) independence-based consistent assignment ,4" (complete w,r.t. S) that is properly evidentially supported w.r.t. ~ is r-reachable from ~.
Proof We construct a sequence of properly evidentially supported consistent assignments ,~s~ that subsume ds and are all r-reachable from g~, such that ~'s,~ is equal to ~ae s.
Let the nodes of the network have ordering G such that no node appears before any of its (possibly indirect) descendents, as in section 2. Give each node an index from 1 to n (the size of the network), according to ~. The nodes of S are indexed as v i , 1 _< j < ISI. Each element of the Proof by induction on k.
BASE CASE (k --1) Let 3sl = g'. Proper evidential support is obvious, as is the fact that ~'sl subsumes ~¢s-~'s, is reachable in 0 steps from g~, and there can be no minimal active fringe node lower than vi. every node of ~s~s~, and thus -~'s~ is an IB assignment. It is also properly evidentially supported and ~-reachable from ~ by construction. But since ~'s~ subsumes ~¢s, then it must be the case that ~s s = ~'s, as otherwise ~s is not maximal w.r.t, subsumptlon. Thus, ds is ~-reachable from g'. •
APPENDIX B. GENERATING RANDOM BELIEF NETWORKS
Our method of generating random belief networks is partially based on an algorithm provided in IDEAL for generating a random topology. IDEAL's algorithm takes a number of nodes and returns a DAG based on a random subset selection of parents for each node, such that no node has more than some maximum allowed in-degree. IDEAL's random network generation algorithm then proceeds to generate a random conditional distribution by selecting a uniformly distributed value in [0, 1] for each conditional case. The algorithm then normalizes the numbers so that the sum of probabilities is 1.
Other input parameters to the algorithm are an optional maximum in-degree, which we leave at the default 3, and an optional maximum node state count, which we let revert to the default 4. We keep these numbers relatively low, as otherwise the time for generating a network, as well as the storage requirements, becomes intractable (large distribution arrays). The complexity of our IB MAP algorithms depends only on the number of hypercubes, assuming a favorable representation of the distributions. 11 This complexity per node is as low as O(k) for a node with k parents (for AND or OR nodes), as opposed to the time and space required for the conditional distribution array, which are exponential in k.
We borrow IDEAL's network topology generator for our experiment, but reject the distribution generator. The reason for that is that networks that correspond to knowledge bases are likely to contain many conditional independencies in the conditional distribution arrays. That is because many nodes tend to look like AND or OR nodes, especially in networks generated by rule-based systems. Therefore, we need another way to generate the distributions. What comes to mind immediately is to allow nodes to be dirty or noisy ANDs and ORs, with some randomly selected noise. This seems reasonable for binary nodes, but our diagrams are not limited to such nodes. We thus propose a method based on randomly generated IB hypercubes.
An assignment to a binary valued variable is sometimes denoted by the variable's capitalized name to denote an assignment of true (T), and by the capitalized name preceded by a negation sign to denote an assignment of false (F). For example, {Healthy} denotes the assignment {(healthy, T)}, and {-~Healthy} denotes the assignment {(healthy, F)}. We also denote assignments using an equal sign, e.g., {x = T} is the same as {(x, T)}.
The set of all consistent assignments that are complete w.r.t, a set of variables S is denoted by ~'s. The set of all consistent non-strictly partial assignments to the set of variables S is denoted by ~s-By definition, ~s C_~s .
